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Ecology

To each of us, home means within our own four walls. But 

the home we all share is the environment, without which 

we cannot live. So those who love their homes must also 

love the environment. That’s why here at moderna, we 

feel compelled, both as people and as a company, to do 

everything we can to conserve our resources and protect 

our environment. Our moderna parquet flooring is pro-

duced with great care and responsibility towards nature. 

In the selection of our materials, we make sure that they 

are natural, high in quality and manufactured in an environ-

mentally sustainable manner. Nearly all the woods we use 

are sourced from sustainable forestry. Our fundamental 

values are part of a system. That’s why compliance with 

environmental guidelines, product quality and work safety 

in our facilities are audited at regular intervals. 

In harmony with nature
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Good to know

Real wood is one of nature‘s most beautiful 

gifts. Because we want to share this gift with 

you, we have compiled our moderna parquet 

product range just for you. A variety of distinct 

looks demonstrates how moderna parquet 

flooring is individually made from high-quality 

wood. The characteristic properties are typi-

cal of natural wood, and yet reinterpreted in 

our own unique way: natural and sustainable, 

solid and high quality, vivid and warm, stylish 

and modern, sensual and elegant. moderna 

parquet is a sophisticated product range with 

high attention detail – for people who value 

real quality, maintain their own personal  

style, like to make a mark and enjoy timeless 

aesthetics in combination with comfortable 

trends. For people who love their homes.

The most beautiful gift

A   Surface 
—  7-fold sealing with UV-hardened acrylic varnish 
—  3-fold UV-oiled 
—  Oxi-oiled (natural oil)

B   Top layer  
Real wood wear layer (2.5 mm – 3.2 mm)

C   Middle layer  
Softwood

D  D   Backing   
Softwood

Prefabricated parquet flooring

A

B

C

D

BAVARIA oak
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Characteristics

Character

Connection

TIMELESS  

A classic - sophisticated and aesthetic

VERSATILE  

Large selection of designs with various surfaces

DURABLE  

Premium quality thanks to advanced technologies

HEALTHY  

Hypoallergenic properties

ECOLOGICAL  

FSC-certified wood from sustainable forestry

Installation of moderna parquet flooring is quick and easy.  

Different click systems ensure lasting connections.

The 5Gc system is based on a fold-down principle along the short 

side. After the panels have been correctly positioned on the long 

side, simply press down to lock them in – so easy, a child could do 

it. The short sides and the long sides are interlocked directly, so 

no tools are required. In a nutshell: position, rotate, click. The 5Gc 

system (licensed from Välinge) is extremely stable and guarantees 

high tensile strength.

With the clic2tap system, you can install your parquet flooring 

securely in a flash. clic2tap is among the most tried and true 

connection systems because it makes installation so easy and still 

meets all of the requirements for a permanent, durable connection.
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x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

Surfaces

 LACQUERING 

The flooring is sealed with several layers of 

a UV-hardened acrylic varnish. The lacquer 

forms a protective coating and prevents  

the wood floor from damage, such as 

scratching or cracking.

—   Semi-matt lacquer brings out the natu-

ral character of the wood floor and the 

depth of the grain.

—   Matt lacquer provides a soft, warm 

look.

 PROFESSIONAL LACQUER

—   Our multi-layered professional lacquer 

provides enhanced scratch protection 

and resistance to mechanical damage.

—   Wooden floors with professional 

lacquer are extremely well-protected 

against daily wear, stains and discol-

oration.

—   This is the toughest lacquer on the 

market (tested to 7,000 revolutions 

using the Taber method and falling 

sand abrasion test in accordance with 

EN 14354).

 OILS 

Oiled surfaces offer a particularly natural 

look and feel. The oil penetrates the wood 

and provides reliable protection from mois-

ture, dirt and scratches. Meanwhile, the 

wood surface remains breathable and the 

natural texture of the wood stays tangible. 

The floor permanently retains its biological-

ly valuable characteristics.  

UV OIL

—   Hardening under UV light 

—   Silk-matt surface look

—   Formaldehyde and solvent-free

—   Can be refurbished

OXY OIL

—   Oxidatively hardened (air-dried) surface

—   Partially easy to repair

—   99% plant-based origin

—   Formaldehyde and solvent-free

 BEVELLED EDGES 

Chamfered wooden floor boards have finely 

bevelled edges. This makes the planks 

appear longer and makes them lighter. The 

bevel underlines the natural look of the 

floor.

It all comes down to the surface 
The right treatment

CASTILIA oak
PARQUET 
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Wood Gradings

 BRUSHING 

Brushing gives parquet flooring an  

intentional patina – makes it appear  

aged – as though it has been already  

used for generations. Of course, it still  

has all of the advantages of a real wood 

floor. The brushing treatment brings out  

the natural charm and structure of the 

wood grain. The floor has a softer,  

warmer, cosier look.

 STEAMING 

The floor is treated with hot steam. This 

treatment makes it more resistant to  

fluctuations in temperature and humidity.  

In addition, the steam changes the colour of 

the parquet flooring, giving it a decorative 

touch.

 COLOURING 

Wooden floor boards can be coloured 

by coating the surfaces with lacquers, 

coloured oils or high-quality stains sealed 

with lacquer. This creates a modern look 

that is out of the ordinary, but retains the 

natural structure of the wood grain.

Wood gradings

 VINTAGE  

Extremely rustic, healthy and filled knots 

of different sizes, cracks, sapwood, silver 

grains and natural colour differences 

possible.

 DISTINCTIVE  

A full spectrum of natural features in the 

wood structure and characteristics, various 

colours and grains, may include healthy, 

filled knots of various sizes, silver grains as 

well as natural differences in colour.

 LIVELY  

An abundance of wood characteristics, 

wooden boards of different colours, various 

wood patterns, may include healthy, filled, 

medium-sized knots, sapwood at the edges 

and silver grains.



ASHFORD oak
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palais

moderna palais
 CLASSIC 

 SOPHISTICATED 

 INDIVIDUAL 

Old-fashioned? Not at all! Reflecting the spirit of the current retro 

trend, a parquet flooring classic is experiencing a well-deserved 

comeback. The traditional herringbone pattern is once again 

becoming a modern eye-catcher on domestic floors. The 3-layer 

parquet moderna palais features an attractive herringbone design 

with an all-round bevel. This places additional emphasis on the 

distinctive character of the floorboards. What makes it special: 

Firstly, the click system ensures both simple and quick laying, and 

secondly, eliminates the need to distinguish between right and left 

planks. moderna palais adds classic accents to modern interiors: 

In combination with white walls or concrete looks, this exclusive 

parquet flooring is also a popular choice to go with modern furnish-

ings in a minimalist style to deliver a particularly interesting and 

individual look.

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness: 14 mm

Top layer: 2.5 mm

Format: 725 x 130 mm

Content per package: 7 pcs. (= 0.66 m² / pack)

Warranty: 25 years for domestic areas

 5 years for commercial areas

Underfloor heating: suitable *

Connection:  click system

Surface look: herringbone
* only for hot water systems

4x
all-round 
V-bevel
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palais

 BRAN oak – art. no. 15206071282

distinctive, matt-lacquered, cognac, brushed, micro-bevel

 ASHFORD oak – art. no. 15206071281

distinctive, oxi oiled, smoked, brushed, micro-bevel

Herringbone

For many, the herringbone look embodies the classic parquet flooring. The chevron-like 

pattern of moderna palais provides a unique and succinct wooden appearance to create a 

special atmosphere in the home.

Wood is a natural product that may exhibit differences in colour or structure. Open joints may also occur, depending on the climatic  

conditions in the room and are not considered grounds for return. Lighting conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.

 BELMONTE oak – art. no. 15206071280

distinctive, oxi-oiled, brushed, micro-bevel

 BELLEVUE oak – art. no. 15206071279

distinctive, matt lacquered cream, brushed, micro-bevel

 HAMPTON oak – art. no. 15206071277

lively, matt lacquered, brushed, micro-bevel

 LOUVRE oak – art. no. 15206071278

lively, matt lacquered grey, brushed, micro-bevel



 BELMONTE oak 
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YORKSHIRE oak
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optima

moderna optima
 ELEGANT 

 NATURAL 

 HIGH-QUALITY 

Only the best for your home! Parquet flooring is durable and retains 

its value. moderna optima is the perfect choice to meet even the 

highest of standards. The single plank look, with seemingly infinite 

length, is ideal for use in larger and simply furnished rooms. With 

dimensions of 2,200 x 180 mm, the planks convey the perfect 

impression of spacious breadth. No matter which look you choose 

– distinctive or vivid with a lively interplay of colour and texture, 

oiled or lacquered – with moderna optima, the natural character of 

the wood is always in the foreground. With style and quality.

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness: 14 mm

Top layer: 2.5 mm

Format: 2200 x 180 mm

Content per package: 7 pcs. (= 2.772 m² / pack)

Warranty: 25 years for domestic areas

 5 years for commercial areas

Underfloor heating: suitable *

Connection:  5Gc-connection

Surface look: single plank
* only for hot water systems
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optima

CASTILE oak – art. no. 15190221023

plank, distinctive, matt-lacquered, brushed, bevelled edges

BAVARIA oak – art. no. 15190221031

plank, lively, matt-lacquered, brushed, bevelled edges

Single plank flooring

moderna optima single plank flooring fills the room with the natural beauty of the wood. 

Trendy woods and wood varnishes let your imagination run wild. 

Wood is a natural product that may exhibit differences in colour or structure. Open joints may also occur, depending on the climatic  

conditions in the room and are not considered grounds for return. Lighting conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.

CATANIA ash – art. no. 15190221075

plank, distinctive, brushed, coffee-lacquered

VENICE oak – art. no. 15190221153

plank, distinctive, oxi-oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

YORKSHIRE oak – art. no. 15190221024

plank, distinctive, white oxi-oiled, bevelled edges 

TRENTINO oak – art. no. 15190221073

plank, vintage, white oxi-oiled, brushed, bevelled edges 
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VENETIA oak 
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TALLIN oak
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exquisit

moderna exquisit
 STYLISH 

 TIMELESS BEAUTY 

 TOP QUALITY 

Carved from a single piece of high-quality wood: the moderna 

exquisit 1-strip plank flooring is the perfect choice for those who 

love wood and appreciate real quality. With visible knots and subtle 

differences in colouring, it expresses and emphasizes the natu-

ral appearance of the wood. moderna exquisit creates a stylish 

ambience in every space and can be used with both classic and 

modern furnishings. The choice of surface adds an individual ac-

cent – walnut oiled or white oiled, distinctive, brushed. For a lighter 

appearance, the edges of the planks are finely bevelled.

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness:   14 mm   

Top layer:  2.5 mm

Format:  1092 x 130 mm

Content per package: 7 pcs. (= 0.994 m² / pack)

Warranty:  25 years for domestic areas

 5 years for commercial areas

Underfloor heating:  suitable *

Connection:  5Gc-connection

Surface look:  1-strip
* only for hot  water systems
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exquisit

OSLO oak – art. no. 15183111026

plank, lively, white oxi-oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

TALLINN oak – art. no. 15183111204

plank, distinctive, matt-lacquered cream, brushed, bevelled edges

LONDON oak – Art. no. 15183111025

plank, distinctive, oxi-oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

LIMERICK oak – art. no. 15183111205

plank, distinctive, matt-lacquered light grey, brushed, bevelled 

edges

RIGA oak – art. no. 15183111155

plank, distinctive, walnut oxi-oiled, brushed, bevelled edges

KIEV oak – art. no. 15183111029

plank, distinctive, lacquered, bevelled edges

Made of stylish oak woods in which the natural wood characteristics are accentuated 

in a special way. Thanks to its unique format and short length, moderna exquisit works 

especially well in small and medium-sized spaces where the character of the lively, 

distinctive grading of country-house-style planks is beautifully expressed.

 SINGLE PLANK FLOORING 

Wood is a natural product that may exhibit differences in colour or structure. Open joints may also occur, depending on the climatic 

conditions in the room and are not considered grounds for return. Lighting conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.
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NORMANDIA ash
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premium

moderna premium
 HARMONIOUS 

 SOLID 

 DURABLE 

Ready, steady, go! moderna premium is a prefabricated parquet 

in a 3-strip look for an extremely lively effect. This flooring is for 

people who like to express their individual style and bring it to life 

in their interior spaces. They recognise and set trends within their 

own four walls. moderna premium offers a choice four different 

design variants. The decors range from classic oak and beech 

to trendy ash – each is accented by the individual treatment and 

processing of the wood. And because parquet flooring has more 

than one life, the surface can always be refurbished based on 

trends and taste.

PRODUCT DETAILS 

Thickness: 14 mm

Top layer:  3,2 mm

Format:  2200 x 207 mm

Content per package: 7 pcs. (= 3.188 m² / pack)

Warranty:  25 years for domestic areas

 5 years for commercial areas

Underfloor heating:  suitable*

Connection: 5Gc-connection

Surface look:  3-strip
* only for hot water systems
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x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

x 7000
revolutions

Umdrehungen

PARQUET 

premium

KENT ash – art. no. 15189221022

3-strip, lively, professional lacquer 

NORMANDIA ash – art. no. 15189221041

3-strip, lively, brushed, coffee-lacquered

TEXAS oak – art. no. 15189221021

3-strip, lively, professional lacquer 

EMSLAND beech – art. no. 15189221020

3-strip, lively, professional lacquer 

3-strip flooring

Parquet flooring in a 3-strip look is also known as “ship deck” 

flooring. Thanks to its interesting interplay of colours and vivid 

design, a 3-strip wood floor can be used with a wide variety of 

interior design styles. 

Wood is a natural product that may exhibit differences in colour or structure. Open joints may also occur, depending on the climatic 

conditions in the room and are not considered grounds for return. Lighting conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.



KENT oak



PARIS beech
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comfort

moderna comfort
 ECOLOGICAL 

 FUNCTIONAL 

 CLASSIC 

Because classic is simply appealing! moderna comfort, with all of 

the functional advantages and great look of parquet flooring, is just 

irresistible. Not to mention its attractive price. The 3-strip prefabri-

cated flooring is an icon of classic, elegant style. Its distinctive grad-

ing lends a natural liveliness to every room, while emphasizing the 

individuality of the furnishings. Oak, ash or beech? All three types 

are sealed with a UV-hardened acrylic varnish for additional protec-

tion from scratches and cracks. The lacquer is not only functional: it 

has an aesthetic effect as well. It accentuates the natural character 

of the wood floor, lending it a softness and warmth.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Thickness:   10 mm

Top layer:  2.5 mm

Format:  1092 x 207 mm

Content per package: 9 pcs. (= 2.034 m² / pack)

Warranty:  5 years for domestic areas

Underfloor heating:  suitable *

Connection: clic2tap connection

Surface look:  3-strip
* only for hot water systems

HELSINKI ash – art. no. 15147111018

3-strip, lively, white matt lacquered

PARIS beech – art. no. 15147111019

3-strip, lively, lacquered

PRAGUE oak – art. no. 15147111017

3-strip, lively, lacquered

Wood is a natural product that may exhibit differences in colour or structure. Open joints may also occur, depending on the climatic  

conditions in the room and are not considered grounds for return. Lighting conditions may cause colour changes of the wood.
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accessories

Our extensive accessory programme provides you with many options to enhance the beauty of 

your flooring and to ensure that you will be able to enjoy it for a long time to come. High-qual-

ity mouldings give your spaces the desired, harmonious overall look or add individual design 

accents. Our practical profiles allow you to master even the most difficult transitions quickly and 

easily. We’ve thought of everything, and especially of you!

Mouldings and more 

The profiled, wooden skirting boards cover the expansion joints between the flooring and the walls. Our parquet 

mouldings PL40 and PL60 are offered in matching wood colours, so you can find the right moulding for every wood 

floor. You can use our parquet moulding clips to attach them.

PL 40Parquet moulding clip PL 60

Rails and profiles

Screw-in joining profile 
Aluminium profile (6.5-16 mm) in silver  
and titanium; length: 1000 mm, 2700 mm

Screw-in end profile
Aluminium profile (6.5-16 mm) in silver 
and titanium; length: 1000 mm, 2700 mm

Screw-in transition profile 
Aluminium profile (6.5-16 mm) in silver  
and titanium; length: 1000 mm, 2700 mm

Screw-in stair profile  
Aluminium profile (7-16 mm) in silver  
and titanium; length: 1000 mm, 3000 mm
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Online room designer

Would you like to renovate your home? Or install new parquet,  

vinyl or laminate flooring? Redesign your ceiling or add a modern 

design accent to your walls with panels? Plan and visualize your 

new living space with the moderna online room designer.

IT’S THIS EASY:

—  Visit www.moderna.de/raumgestalter

—   Select the respective room layout from the photo gallery

—   Click on the desired flooring and/or panels in the product 

overview

—   Play with the effects of various types of wood, decors and 

colours on the floor, walls and ceiling and recombine them  

as often as you like

Use the online room designer to discover the versatility of the  

modern product range and become your own interior designer.

The ecological all-rounder

– Thickness: 4 mm / format: 790 x 590 mm
– Good reduction of footfall and impact 
sound
–  Very easy to install and pressure-mark 

resistant wood fibreboard

The all-round talent for the most stringent 
demands

– Thickness: 2 mm / format: 12.5 m x 1 m
–  Very good reduction of footfall and impact 

sound
– High-quality integrated moisture barriers

The durable and sustainable choice

– Thickness: 1.8 mm / format: 8.5 m x 1 m
–  Outstanding reduction of footfall and 

impact sound
–  A heavy-duty and high-quality material 

ensures durability and extreme resistance
–  The underlay‘s elastic rebound properties 

guarantee permanent elasticity and a high 
load-bearing capacity 

Robust and tear-resistant PE damp-proof foil

moderna Alutape: 
Aluminium-coated PET tape – vapour-tight 
for taping seams of PE foil or insulating 
underlay

Online room designer

moderna Isofloor moderna Premiumfloor moderna Perfectfloor Eco moderna Protect:

moderna accessories



TEXAS oak

moderna GmbH & Co. KG
Zum Walde 21 
59602 Rüthen-Meiste · GERMANY
Phone: +49 29 52 4170-330
Fax: +49 29 52 816-95-330 
info@moderna.de
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moderna laminate flooring
moderna design flooring
moderna vinyl flooring
moderna parquet flooring
moderna staircase 
moderna wall & ceiling 

www.moderna.de


